The Library Connection is a periodical published by Syracuse University Library (SUL). This index covers The Library Connection from its beginning in 1994 through the Winter 2006/2007 issue. In addition to subjects, names of people (employees, donors, students, professors), associations, organizations, and University and Library departments and buildings have been indexed. Department name changes are cross-referenced as necessary and only appear in the index if the new name is referred to in the text. Bold page numbers refer to photographs of people.

Names of collections appear in italics, e.g. Street & Smith Publishers Archive. Names of persons whose papers the Library own appear under the person’s last name followed by (Papers), e.g. Oates, Joyce Carol (Papers) and corresponding references refer to the person or their papers.

New acquisitions appear under the appropriate fund code name while donations, gifts, and endowments appear under the donor, organization, department, and/or the heading donations, gifts, and endowments. Individual titles or authors of items acquired with Library funds are not indexed, but are generally included under the fund code if discussed in depth. Grants appear under the name of the grantor, the project, the department receiving the funds and/or the heading grants.

Library Connection columns, such as “From the University Librarian” and “From the Associate University Librarian” are indexed under the column title and subject. Feature articles with by-lines are indexed under the subject and the author. Titles of articles (in quotation marks) appear (in alphabetical order) as the last subentries under the author’s name.

Any corrections noted in the Connection are indexed and the citation for the correction follows the amended article citation in brackets. Corrections are also indexed under the heading, Library Connection.
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